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Abstract 

This research WflS partial fulfillment of the course IS 491. It focuses on developing a website 

for Al Jawad Travel & Tourist Agency. The main purpose of this research is to design a 

website for this agency since it will provide electronic services to facilitate customer book

ings and also online payment. The business requirements were collected from Mr. Ahmed 

Al-khars who is the company manager and Mr.Fadel Al-Braheem who is the agency manag

er. The first report presents the problem statement, objectives, research methodology, the 

comparison between the software, and preliminary prototype. In the second semester, the 

construction and implementation were presented in the second part of this research. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Chapterl 

Introduction 

World Wide Web that has appeared in our lives for dozens of years has facilitated us to do 

many tasks that we need, such as easing of communication among others throughout the 

world. Moreover it has eased the operations of electronic buying, selling, marketing and oth

er electronic functions which could hardly be dispensed with other companies in modem 

times. So companies must keep pace with the evolution of technology by taking the decision 

to own, their own sites to be acquainted with them all and this can be achieved only by estab

lishing these websites. So Al-Jawad Company has decided to establish a website for Al

Jawad Travel & Tourist Agency. To establish this website, the company searched for com

panies specializing in the creation of websites. However, since I have a senior project IS 471, 

I suggested to the management that I will make the website. Al Jawad Travel & Tourist 

Agency is one of six branches that constitute Al Jawad Company. These branches are: 

1. Al Jawad Printing and Packaging Center.

2. Al Jawad Construction.

3. Al Jawad Travel & Tourist Agency.

4. Al Jawad Plastic Factory.

5. Al Jawad Food Industry

6. Al Jawad cartoon Factory



1.2 Problem statement 

At the beginning it was the company's decision to create a website for Al Jawad Printing and 

Packaging Center and to follow-up with the client on this subject. I has surprised that the 

company had agreed with the competent authority through the procurement system consis

tent with the needs of the center. Accordingly, the company has changed its mind. But dur

ing this period I have had initial processing for the website for the centre. Indeed, I benefited 

from this change, I have read many of the sites of the printing centers, and this has helped me 

quickly end the initial settings of the current site. 

The Internet is an increasingly popular communication and marketing tool. The aim of the 

research is to develop a web site for Al Jawad Travel & Tourist Agency. The purpose of the 

study is to build a marketing website for Al-Jawad travel agencies to assist the customer in 

many aspects. First, the Al-Jawad company is trying to reach customer in different locations 

all over the world, and the World Wide Web will make this easier. Additionally, the website 

will try to introduce the company to customers, showing their location, and listing their ser

vice or offers and special promotion. Moreover, the customers can make bookings, visit the 

hotels website and related links that connect with the Al-Jawad agency website and finally 

facilitate electronic payment. 

Al Jawad Company needs a website for its travel agency to convert their manual service to 

an electronic service via the internet that helps the customers outside the Kingdom to book 

---------------- Page 12 - - ------------
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and execute all procedures for the tour. Moreover, an employee will be capable to serve a 

customer easier and as much as possible. 

1.3 Research obiectives 

The objectives of this research are: 

•!• Study related literature 

•!• Develop the website:- the development will follow the traditional SDLS as follows: 

• Analysis: Analysis and data collection

• Design: Design an initial prototypes that depend on the collected data

• Implementation: implement the website using Microsoft expression.

• Testing and Evaluation: After the website is done and loaded it will be tested with the

company employees and also potential customers. 

The analysis and the preliminary design were done in the first semester. The second semester 

focused on the last two steps which are: Construction and Implementation and Testing and 

Evaluation of the Website as well as finalizing the design. Details about the steps are pro

vided in the research procedures section. 
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1.4 Research methodology 

The research methodology of this project is going to be divided into two parts. First, the re

search procedure is going to include the steps that will be used to develop the website suc

cessfully. Second the research tools will include the software that will be used in the website 

which is going to be developed and brief about each one's usage. 

1.4.1 Research procedure 

Lite r.atu r.e 

1.4.1.1 Literature review 

Literature reviews include visiting various websites and investigating of advantages and dis

advantages of a website design, Additionally , the literature review will point out some im

portant guidelines be followed when designing sites, as well as common mistakes that some 

people usually make. 



1.4.1.2 Collecting business requirement 

Collecting business requirement is one of the basic steps for the development of websites or 

building any other project. Designer is able to organize available information depending on 

the initial needs to begin the project. In addition, such information could help in giving a 

clear idea to start the project. 

1.4.1.3 Selecting the software 

To begin designing and loading site on the Internet, the designer must choose good software 

of several proposed programs that contains many features that help the designer to facilitate 

construction. In addition this will happen only after learning about each individual advantag

es and disadvantages. Based on the features learned about each software , the most appropri

ate software will be selected. 

1.4.1.4 Developing the website 

Developing the website includes the analysis, design, implementation, testing, and valida-

tion: 

a) Analysis:

It is the study of information system needs and work procedure of Al jawad Agency such as 

defining the business requirements: how these requirements will be accomplished, who will 

use them, and when they will be used. 



a) Design:

In the design phase the website is outlined. This phase starts with the required documents de

livered by the requirement phase and maps the requirements onto a website. Designs include 

input, output, interface, and database design. 

b) Implementation

This step consists of building the real website with the required data using the tools and 

software identified. Microsoft expression used in designing and other software like Adobe 

Photoshop, Adobe flash, SQL server will also be used the designing. 

c) Testing & validation

Test site and correct mistakes, such as how it works and whether it provides all the required 

information. Also, check the spelling errors and grammatical mistakes and expressions, as 

well as links that do not work or any design errors. Moreover, coordinate and choose colors. 

It must not be like an art site which contains all the colors available, but must also include 

comforting colors to the eye and be easy to use and learn. 

Testing and validation procedure (implementation) are further discussed in section4. 

1.4.2 Research tools 

Research tools means what are the tools and techniques that will be used throughout the de

velopment project? It includes qualitative and quantitative tools. The careful selection is de

pending on researcher preference developmental processes and characteristics of the project. 

During the first semester, I consulted with faculty members at Effat College (Dr.Azzah And 



Ms.Neghat) and with the Al Jawad Company (my client, Mr.Ahmad Al-khars) on tools that 

can be used to producing the aimed result. The following is a list of the chosen tools:-

2. 

1. 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 

[1] Microsoft visual studio: - it designed to develop console and

Graphical user interface applications, includes Windows Forms applications, web sites, 

web applications, and web services, Windows Mobile, Windows CE, .NET Framework, 

.NET Compact Framework and Microsoft Silver light. Microsoft visual studio software 

would be used to develop the prototype for the project and presented to my client and 

generally can be discussed on some of the requirements that the company wants to add or 

remove. 

[2] Microsoft expression web:- it is general web design program by

Microsoft, replacing Microsoft FrontPage. It is one of the Expression Studio suites. Ex

pression Web allows creating web pages by XML, CSS 2.1, ASP.NET 2.0, XHTML, 

XSLT and JavaScript into sites. 



3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

at the site which will be developed through SQL language and PHP language. 

Adobe Photoshop CS3:- it will be used in manipulating some picture and 

enhance the coloring, resolution, and add some effects to it. 

Adobe illustrator:- it will be used in manipulating some picture and 

enhance the coloring, resolution, and add some effects to it. 

tlASHMXPrc·c��.onal 

[3] Macro media flash MX: - it is a set of multimedia software created

by Macromedia and now developed and distributed by Adobe Systems. It will be used for 

the animations in the advertisement and some animations in the home page to attract the 

users. 



7. 

� 

j 
Adobe after effect: - it is digital motion graphics and compositing 

software published by Adobe Systems. Its main purpose is for film and video post

production. 

1.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter we described the aim of our senior project which is developing a website for 

Al-Jawad Agency . Also, it had been described the problem statement, research objectives 

and work objectives, and research methodology that shows the procedure of the work. More

over, there is a brief description about the literature review that has been done in the first 

semester report. Next chapter will be about the actual work and implementation that second 

semester report focused on. 



Chapter 2 

literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

The general purposes of a literature review are as follows: - [ 4] 

• provide a context for the research

• justify the re�earch

• ensure the research hasn't been done before ( or if it is repeated, that it is marked as a "rep-

lication study") 

• show where the research fits into the existing body of knowledge

• enable the researcher to learn from previous theory on the subject

• illustrate how the subject has been studied previously

• highlight flaws in previous research

• outline gaps in previous research

• show that the work is adding to the understanding and knowledge of the field

• help refine, refocus or even change the topic

There are good reasons for beginning a literature review before starting a research paper. 

These reasons include: [5] 

• To see what has and has not been investigated.



• To develop general explanation for observed variations in a behavior or phenomenon.

• To identify potential relationships between concepts and to identify researchable hypo-

theses. 

• To learn how others have defined and measured key concepts.

• To identify data sources that other researches have used.

• To develop alternative research projects.

• To discover how a research project is related to the work of others.
' 

2.2 E-commerce 

Electronic commerce or e-commerce is a term for any type of business, or commercial trans

action that involves the transfer of information across the Internet. It covers a range of differ

ent types of businesses, from consumer based retail sites, through auction or music sites, to 

business exchanges trading goods and services between corporations. It is currently one of 

the most important aspects of the Internet to emerge. [6] [7] 

Actually , E-commerce has many advantages as following: 

• The main benefit to consumers is the ability to shop globally at all hours of the day.

There is no need to leave the house, no time restrictions and generally no hassle. More 

and more E-Commerce sites now offer the ability for a consumer to personalize their 

shopping experience. 



• Once a company has a working E-Commerce site, the abilities are endless. It has the

ability to reach a global audience all year round, which will increase profits. Reduced 

advertising costs and flexible pricing are more benefits which attract companies to make 

the jump to an E-Commerce site. 

As for the disadvantages of electronic commerce, they are concentrated especially on the se

curity problems that might possibly occur when developing e-commerce sites. 

2.3 Investigated website 

Many of travel and tourism agencies are abiding with all travel procedures in term Extraction 

of visas for state which traveling to, Arranging tourist groups, International driving license 

,Hotel Reservation, deporting Passengers and others. To facilitate those procedures, the 

company should build a website to assist people who want to travel. 

There are many sites specializing in travel and tourism agencies whether Arab or foreign, 

every one of them are either specialized in a particular or many town in term education, tour

ism, hotels address, e-commerce, English learning, universities , business services , visas and 

others. So reviewing those website is an important part of literature review that will gone an 

ideas of what are the areas to be include in the website. Moreover, they assist to learn from 

good and bad points to avoid the weakness during designing the Website for Al-Jawad Tra

vel & Tourist Agency. 



The following sections give brief description of the investigated websites along with their 

strengths and weaknesses. 

2.3.lMy holiday:- [8] 

Ul(I fl\T 
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Figure 2.1:- My Holiday Website 

Figure 9.1 shows the screenshot of My Holiday Website. This website is about My Holiday 

Agency. Its place is located Riyadh. 

Strengths :-

• Provide information needed by the customer such as hotels , Cruises, tourist offers, and

� �\\'::>tralia, Singapore, Thailand, Tunisia, Britain, France, GellflanJ� America, 

Canada, Brazil, South Africa, China, and Switzerland. 
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Disadvantages:-

• Multiple colors on the website normally be able to attract customers, but in special cases

should not be. Since this website specialist travel agency therefore should not be multi

colors. 

• The website includes many different advertising which are in Home page

• Repeated links that lead to the same place

2.3.2 Areej Alalam:- [9] 

....... "' ....... ""J-> v-"" ,<;+ii;=, .......... ,,. ·1<r,.,; J"-11 ........... ,.,. ........ 

��•�"il.ulJ��.14iUJ-�\+1��r)� .. 4Jjll.,oc,i�� 
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��,..r-�.:,..�,�.:.1...i.i..��.�,.)'11.) ·-�.,ii.;'� 

Figure 2.2:- Areej Alalam Website 

8Internet .. ,100% • 

Figure 2.2 shows screenshot of Areej Alalam website. It is about Areej company which con

cern to tourism, education, E-shopping and Business services in the Malaysia. 
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Advantages:-

• Provide the information about Malaysia, East Asia and North Africa.

• Information is grouping on the separated pages.

Disadvantages:-

• Design is not consistent. Figure 2.3 , figure 2.4 and figure 2.5 show the screenshots of the

different des,ign of different pages in the Areej Alalam website 

.,..::..1��J,S,:.µv:J•.J""JJ'1' 
oY1.&a.J �1�4Ji.u� 
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Figure 2.3:- Areej Alalam Tour Website 
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Figure 2.4:- Areej Alalam Education Website 
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Figure 2.5:- Areej Alalam commerce Website 

2.3.3Rixon Tour Network:- [10] 

Figure 2.6:- Rixon Tour Network Website 
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Figure 2.6 shows the screenshot of the Rixon Tour Network Website. It is about tourism of 

offices in the Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Syria. And it offers agency that has many services 

such as make trip with group and honeymoon trip. 

Disadvantages:-

• The site includes many of the Flash, which tire and confuse the user when visiting and us

ing. Also some of them do not work. 
' 

• The ads are not arranged properly, which makes the website less effective and attractive.

• Takes a long time to download images

Advantages:-

• The steps of booking is very good and clear

• There is a lot of information that assist customer to booking

2.3.4Al-Shafai travel agency:- [11]
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Figure 2.7:-AI-Shafai Travel Agency Website 



Figure 2.7 shows the screenshot of Al-Shafai Travel and tourist Agency Website. It is lo

cated in Saudi Arabia. The agency can help customer in booking hotels, cars, and Air tickets. 

Advantages:-

• Good Design

• Color are consistent

• Information related to the company exist in the Home

• The steps Booking rental car , hotels, and flight booking are clear and simple
I 

Disadvantages:-

• Flights procedure which is in home page, does not work.

2.3.5Unigue Choice live 
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Figure 2.8:- Unique Choice Website 
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Figure 2.8 shows the screenshot of Unique choice website which assist Al-jawad agency to 

extract the data for the hotels in the world. The data like images, price, and information for 

hotels and what is the new hotels and information related to it. 



2.3.6Bahrain Air 
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Figure 2.9:- Bahrain Air Website 

Figure 2.9 shows the screenshot of the Bahrain Air website. It helps the Al-Jawad Agency to 

extract the information about cars like types, prices, and models. 

More investigated website 

In the second semester I searched about website that help learning Asp.net 
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Figure2.10 :- ASP.Net website 
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This site is beneficial in learning the features of Microsoft visual studio. It contained hun-

dreds of pages of tutorials and dozens of hours of video to help user learn ASP .NET and 

Visual Web Developer 



2.4 Web design Guideline 

The appearance of the site is one of the features of a successful company, since the product 

or service will be judged by the appearance of the site. Poorly designed site is one of the key 

reasons for the failure of small companies, that have not set among their priorities the estab

lishment and management of a good website on the Internet 

The following are considered good design guidelines for websites in general: - [12] 

1) Home Page

The author suggested the page of a website will say what the site is about. Web design de

velopment is provided by having navigation on the first page, the logo, and tells the visitor 

what he can find on a website. It should be informative, and should attract the visitors. The 

Home page is considered the place where the visitor decides what he/she will do: click on 

some of links, or leave the site. It provides link to the services on the home page. 

2) Macromedia Flash

The author discussed once the designer decided to implement flash intro on the first page, he 

should make sure to give the user the possibility to skip the flash intro. The link "skip intro" 

should be outside of the flash, because you will force the visitor to wait until the Flash movie 

is loaded. 



3) Navigation structure

Place the navigation on the place where the people are used to looking for it. Don't experi

ment with the navigation! Web design development won't progress without this. Keep the 

navigation system the same on ALL pages. Visitors are not ready to learn your site naviga

tion system. Consistency is the most important thing here. You should focus your effort on 

building consistent rhythm across all pages of your site. 

4) Font size

The paper stated that research concluded the font size of the text should be big enough to 

easily read. Optimal size seems to be about 10 - l 2pt Verdana. Visitors should be able to 

read the text easily - break up big blocks of text in paragraphs to make them easier to com

prehend. 

5) Line Length

The author suggested the length of a line of type should be comfortable to read. The optimal 

line length for printed materials seems to be about 10 to 12 words, or 60 to 70 characters. 

Somewhat shorter lines of about 40 to 50 characters may be more appropriate for larger dis

plays. If the line is too long the reader must search for the beginning of it; if it is too short it 

will break up words or phrases awkwardly. This is the dilemma in using scaling web pages -

i.e., pages that fill up the whole screen. Making people read blocks of text that go right

across the screen is not recommended. 
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6) Creating emphasis

The author suggested the creating emphasis is an important and integral part of designing 

and typesetting. Handled with taste and good judgment it can help direct and inform the 

reader. When these qualities are lacking, or someone feels that every word is important and 

must be emphasized in some way then the web page starts to look like a battlefield and be

comes difficult to read! 

7) Graphics

The author discussed that one picture is worth more than a million words. This rule applies 

on the Internet too. Do your best to show a clear, attractive photo of your product. If you of

fer a service, find a photo which will best describe it. However, be careful about file size. 

Don't compress your photo to such a point that it becomes unclear, or rough. Using jpeg 

compression at about 20% should give a good result. 

8) Gifvs. JPEG

The author suggested some guidelines to avoid the commons such as the web designers 

usually use the wrong format to store the picture. The guidelines are : 

li2J If the photo has small number of colors (less then 64 ), designer should choice GIF. The 

designer make sure however to reduce the palette size too. That is, if the image has 10-15 

colors only, reduce the palette to 16 or 32 colors. 
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Iii If the image contains text, GIF format should be best choice. JPEG uses a compression 

method which will cause text and edges to become blurry 

Iii If the designers are saving a photograph - save it as JPEG. JPEG images can contain over 

32 million different colors. That is much more than the human eye can see. 

� If the designers want to incorporate large text into a photographic image, JPEG may be a 

good format to use. While the edges may still get blurred, danger of it becoming unreada

ble is slim. 

9) Speed

The paper stated that research concluded the designer should reduce the size of his graphics 

as much as possible without broken the image. Images must be good, but the size (in KB) 

should be as small as possible. 

2.5 Common web design mistakes:-

Some common mistakes in the design of websites at times have caused the formal value of 

the site to decline. Those errors that must be overcome are as follows: - [13] 
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1) Using Frames

The author suggested frequently web designers divide the browser window with separate 

sub-windows. These divisions are called frames. Although frames are supposed to help web 

visitors navigate easier, often they just confuse them. When clicking on an item to move 

forward, visitors are unsure what information will appear where, or in what sub-window. A 

sub-window used as a reference can unexpectedly disappear and be filled with new informa

tion about the laist thing requested. And to make matters bad, after hitting the back arrow to 

return to the sub-window, the visitor may be popped out of the entire web site altogether, 

probably jumping back several places to the earlier page, just before entering the framed web 

site. This can be particularly trying for the web visitor. 

More difficulty is many framed web sites depend on specific screen sizes. When a visitor 

with a different sized screen tries to view the framed page, all of the site's information may 

be confused or absent. Designers who persist on using frames should create a no-frame ver

sion of their site, as well, for the people who prefer it. 

2) Going Overboard with High Tech

The author discussed, there are some designers used usually little "tricks," such as input box

es, opening new browser windows or background music. The first time a visitor experiences 

these, the visitor may be impressed. On the other hand, after a few more visits, the viewer 

will just be bothered. It is best to stay away from these types of things. 



3) Under Construction Signs

The author suggested all good web pages are always under construction, but some web de

signers still persist on placing a under construction icon on their site. This graphic comes 

from the designers feelings of insecurity. They know their page is incomplete or not func

tioning, so they create a little sign that is supposed to excuse them from any problems their 

site may have. Problem sites are familiar with or without under construction signs. Good 

web designers should not create a site until they feel comfortable enough to display it with-
' 

out the under construction warning. 

4) Misusing Graphics

The paper stated that research concluded, no matter how fast an Internet connection is, the 

graphics on web sites take a long time to load. To avoid having people leave a site, designers 

must skip large graphics or large amounts of graphics. When selecting images, they should 

include only graphics that add value to their site content, and they should "minimize" large 

graphics using computer software specially made to re-size images. 

Because some users still cannot see pages graphically, a web site should not be very depen

dent on graphics. 

5) Ransom Notes Fonts

The author suggested designers are using the available fonts, colors, sizes and styles. Be

cause text needs to express information, and not make it difficult, good designers must 



border themselves to one or two fonts. Also, when text is too small or too large, it is difficult 

to read. 

When emphasizing text, highlight text by using bold, italics or different colors. Underlining 

makes words more difficult to read and it also confuses the web visitor, because text that 

links visitors to alternate locations is underlined as well. 

6) Complex Bafkgrounds

On the internet, there are many of libraries of background graphics that designers can use 

free on their web sites. It is attractive to pick the most beautiful or complex background 

styles, but these should be avoided at all costs. A complex background may make a beautiful 

art piece, but it does a down job as a backing for text. It confuses the eye. 

Similarly, designers should remember to use different colors for the background and the text. 

If a light text color is used on a light background, it will be hard to read, as dark text on a 

dark background will be hard to read as well. 

7) Too Many Animations

The paper stated that research concluded designers must never include more than one or two 

page elements that move continually. Moving images have a strong effect on vision. These 

misused moving elements include animated graphics, blinking text, and scrolling marquees. 



8) Orphan Pages

The author suggested all web pages should include a clear mention of what site they belong 

to, because some users may access the minor pages indirectly without coming through the 

main home page. For the same reason, every page on a web site should have a link for its 

home page. 

9) No Organization
' 

The author discussed pages should be easy to use. An index or menu helps the web visitor 

find the desired information. To support simple navigation between the pages on a web site, 

designers should use a similar layout between one page and the next. 

10) No Unique Content

The author suggested one of the biggest threats to the Internet is the amazing number of 

people beginning to use it. It is starting to become a large entanglement of meaningless in

formation. Many pages say nothing more than "This is my home page," with a collection of 

links that connect to the same collections of sites as the last page the web visitor just looked 

at. The real key is content. Before any site is created, its designer should have something to 

say. The web site should not restate what other web sites have said, and should not attempt to 

create the ultimate navigational tool for web visitors. A page of only links adds to the clutter 

and chaos of the web. There are plenty of great search engines out there, like Yahoo and Alta 

Vista, which already provide an adequate assortment of links. 



11) Too Many Ideas

The author suggested Some people have too many things to say. They are excited about the 

opportunity to make a web page, but they do not know why they want to make one or what 

they want to accomplish by doing so. Many small business pages also include hobbies and 

facts about their employees. Although personal information can be interesting, it does not be

long on a business web site. It is unprofessional. 

Personal web sites can also run into the difficulty of mixed motifs. Some web designers start 
' 

out by saying their name, and then talk about the company they work for, and then their pets, 

and then how much they like scuba diving, and then all the great things that can be done with 

shell fish. This information is unfocused and scattered, and does not display well on a web 

site. The web designer's solution is either to focus on one topic or to create a menu page that 

includes links which bring the visitor to separate pages for each topic. 

12) No Authoritativeness

The author suggested what makes the web so frustrating is that there are no tests or rules de

signers have to take or follow before they can post information about anything, and claim 

they are experts. A web page should be more than another unsubstantiated source of infor

mation. Designers should include their names and credentials on their web site, and provide 

the source materials and raw data to justify any conclusions they may make. 
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13) Outdated Links or Information

If a page is the current page, designers should put the time and effort into it by keeping it 

current. No one wants to read old information or see broken links. 

14) Negative Declarations

With the discouragement that some web designers receive after realizing how hard it is to 

create a good web site, they become negative and insecure towards their page and them

selves. This frustration causes numerous designers to put negative comments about their 

page throughout it. It is not uncommon to see a page start with, "This is my stupid page." 

Even though these statements may help the web designers feel less embarrassed about their 

web pages, negative statements make the site worse. Most web visitors are turned off by this 

approach. If the page's own designer thinks the page is stupid, why would anyone else want 

to see it? 

15) Link Problems

The author suggested when creating documents, links should be meaningful and readable. 

The text of links should flow well within the context of the rest of the text, and the text 

should be able to stand alone as a printable document. Oftentimes designers either make full 

lines of text link-able or use click-here statements to navigate the web visitor. Instead, key

words should be highlighted and link-able within the text. 



By avoiding these 15 mistakes, web designers can use design as a tool to enhance their sites' 

content, rather than distract from it. 

2.6 Web design Software 

This section compares different software that can be used to develop the website. Software 

features are compared in order to choose the most appropriate one. The following table 

shows the comparison. 

Definition Macromedia Dreamweaver It is a tool for creating and It is a professional design tool 

8 is a professional HTML managing websites without to create modem, standards-

editor for designing, cod- the need to learn hypertext based sites. 

ing, and developing web- markup language (HTML). 

sites, web pages, and web 

applications. 

Features Dreamweaver 8 includes The program is easy for Expression Web's interface is 

many new features that beginners to start using, but similar to FrontPage, making it 

help you build websites contains many features for easier for FrontPage 

and applications with a mi- more advanced users. The users to transition to Expres-
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nimal amount of time and site management tools as- sion Web, but Expression Web 

effort. Dreamweaver sist with the maintenance comes with many new, differ-

makes complex technolo- of a website. ent tools-and the ability to 

gies simple and accessible, It is available free of customize the interface 

helping you accomplish charge to staff under the layout-to help Web designers 

more in less time. Microsoft Campus Agree- and developers work more ef-

Following are a few of the ment. ficiently. 

key new features in 

Dreamweaver 8: 

Zoom tool and guides 

Visual XML data bind-

mg 

New CSS Styles panel 

CSS layout visualiza-

tion 

Code collapse 

Coding toolbar 

Background file trans-

fer 

Insert Flash Video 

command 

Advantages It is a flexible tool as there FrontPage is relatively us- Microsoft Expression Web 

are lots of different ways of er-friendly for the designer. gives you all the tools you'll 

viewing a HTML page. Therefore, you might con- need to produce high-quality, 

Some examples include: sider FrontPage if you standards-based Web sites the 

Design view, code view, want a web site created for way you want them. 

split view. In design view you, but plan to do all fu- Create views efficiently with 
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ever, the site's originality is 

primarily in its content. 

Never the less, even site 

creation using a template is 

still not trivial. 

Table 3:- Difference between softwares 

• Languages used to design website

The following table shows a comparison between HTML, PHP, and JSP is presented. It con

tents definition, advantages and disadvantages. 

Definition 

Advantages 

Hypertext Markup Lan

guage (HTML) is a Ian-

PHP is a widely used Open Java Server Pages (JSP) tech-

Source general-purpose nology allows the combination 

guage to specify the struc- scripting language that is of regular, static HTML and 

XML and Java code to pro

duce dynamic, portable, scala

ble and easily maintained pag

es. JSP technology acts as a 

ture of documents for re- especially suited for Web 

trieval across the internet development and can be 

using browser programs of embedded into HTML. 

the World Wide Web. PHP is mainly focused on 

I. Small file sizes (de-

server-side scripting, so top layer above Java servlets 

you can do anything any on the servlet engine. In this 

other CGI program can do, way, developers can combine 

such as collect form data, HTML code with server-side 

generate dynamic page scripting to create dynamic 

content, or send and re- pages. 

ceive cookies 

I . It is fast. Because it is 
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There are several programs proposed for the design of the Website, some of them such as the 

Dreamweaver and FrontPage have been proposed by Al Jawad Company. After I studied the 

characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of each program, I preferred to use Microsoft 

expression, because it supports the language of PHP that's known to the company. Overall, I 

have found this program easy to learn and use. Although Dreamweaver was a candidate to be 

used, I did not use it because, I have little information about it and how to use it. 

2.7 Conclusion: 

In this chapter, we reviewed about tools and software. In order to choose what we are going 

to use to create our website, we decided to choose Microsoft expression web to create the 

website and Microsoft visual studio for the communication between the website and the da

tabase, also we will use SQL server for creating the database. 

We also described about six websites review with the advantages and disadvantages of each 

one in th e previous semester report, and finally we describe Web design Guideline and 

Common web design mistakes. 

The next chapter will be about the Implementation of Al-Jawad Agency website. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 3 

Specification/ Analysis 

This chapter consists of two parts. The first part describes the ways to collect business re

quirements. The econd part outlines the processes to make a prototype for the website, 

which I will design according to the Al-Jawad company requirements. 

3.2 Collecting Business requirements: 

Contents of the site came from a compilation of the requirements of the company through 

some interviews telephone with my client and also through some raised questions regarding 

the designing of the site, like what are area he wanted to include on the website?, what are 

the fields should include in every area?, Did he have a specific logo for the agency? And I 

asked him to give me the logo etc ... .In addition, creating the database which will help in the 

operation of commercial operations, which will be carried out electronically through the site 

as mentioned. 



3.3 The website's contents 

Al-Jawad Travel & Tourist Agency wants a website to introduce their services and to make 

online reservation. The website contains many pages, these pages fit into a menu as follow

ing: 

I. Logo for the Al-Jawad Agency: the logo for the agency was already designed by a de

signer in the AJ-Jawad company. It will be located in the moved flash. And will be on the 

top of the page from the right. 

2. Introduction page and flash: it contains the logo and the name of the agency. Moreover,

the two buttons English and Arabic will be at the bottom of the page. 

3. Brief history about the company: homepage of the website which introduces some infor

mation and the history about the company. And also called 'About us' page. 

4. Description about the service: the Services Page displays the services the company of

fered. 

5. Latest offers will be in the first page and will be changed every refreshing for the current

page. 

6. Images of the towns and hotels which have offerings: the images were extracted from the

Unique Choice Website. 

7. Links about related sites: there are links of hotels, airlines and other agencies.

8. Ask us: the customer can ask the employee's agency questions using email.

9. Visas: the agency provides visas for the customer in the some country.
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IO.Having both English and Arabic:- the company wants an Arabic website and in the future, 

the company will design an English website. 

11.E commerce facility

12.Application form for booking: - for booking hotels, airline tickets, and cars rental.

13.Payment method: the agency wants the payment method using transfer.

14.Conta ct us: - the 'Contact Us' page has all contact information like email, address, phone

number, fax number and Skype mai I. 

15.FAQ: - FAQ has the common questions and answers.

16.Tourist groups

There are some special requirements for the website itself: 

I. Website has to be easy and simple to use.

2. Website has beautiful fonts and colors to attract customer.

3. Contact us page has link to Skype easier for customers to download the program and

then communicate with the agency. 

The above mentioned requirements are detailed in the Prototype Section. 
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3.4 New requirements 

New requirements have been added this semester which are: 

1. They didn't want links to other competitive websites.

2. Canceled tourist group page.

3. No hotels images.
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4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 

Design 

The Design step comes after specification and before implementation. Actually, design 

makes implementation easier to be developed, since it has website architecture design, proto

type for website, and database 

4.2 Architecture design 

Architecture Design is the first process of Designing Al-Jawad Travel Agency website. It de

scribes the relationships between pages and sub pages that are inside main pages. These main 

pages are: Introduction Page, Home Page, Administration Page, Contact Us Page, About Us 

Page, Services Page, FAQ Page, Suggestion & Observation Page, Special Offer Page, Hotel 

Page, Rent Car Page, Payment Methods Page, Visas Page, Related Link Page, Air Ticket 

Page and Group Page. New pages were added and others were deleted in the second seme

ster, and these pages were a request from the client. 

Figure 4.1 shows the system architecture design 





4.3 Detailed Description of the website's Components 

4.3.1. Introduction page 

Development Website has an introduction page which in English and Arabic version 

Introduction 

I 
�rabi0:Site I 
,�-.��-- .... �' ' ,• 

Figure 4.2:- component structure -Introduction page 

4.3.2. Home page 

The home page contains two lists. The main list has many areas which in information about 

thecompany like: Contact Us, About Us, FAQ, Ask Us, Special Offers and Administration 

Figure 4.3:- component structure - Home page Contents 



The second list holds the following areas that consider the services the company offer s. 

!. Hotel 

2. Rent car

3. Payment methods

4. Visas

5. Related site

6. Air ticket booking

7. Group

Figure 4.4:- component structure - The second content of home page 

4.3.3. Administration 

Administration area is in the main list of the home page. Only Agency's employee can visit 

this page and log on. 



4.3.4. Hotel 

., ' . ,, - ';) ,:. .,.

� ,,,. 

;1Em_ployee Log in 

Figure 4.5:- component structure - Administration 

When the customer visit the hotel page, can book the preferred hotel. Then will appear book

ing details and space the customer should enter his information. After that will appear the 

number of order he can used to ensure his booking. 

Figure 4.6:- component structure - Hotel 

4.3.5. Package 

To booking in the package, the customer should visit this page and there are several of pack

ages he can choose one of them. 



Figure 4. 7:- component structure - Package 

4.3.6. Rental cars

Rental car page will assist the customer to booking a rental car. In this page, there are many 

parameters the customer can use to booking. When he finish, will view the number of order. 

Figure 4.8:- component structure - Rental Cars 



logo and seven main buttons, where each button leads to a specific area ,that are Home, 

About us, Contact us, Services, FAQ, Suggestion & Observation, and Arabic. 

4.5 Story boa rd 

Figure4.10 shows the intro page of the agency's website. It has two buttons one of them for 

English site and other for Arabic site. 

Figure 4.10:- introduction page 

Figure 4.11 shows the home page. It contains the seventh main buttons mentioned. In addi

tion, there is flashed map referring to the countries of tourist areas. The left part of the screen 

, �Wil a usemame and password. Any user has to register, when he visits the website first 



e, server will save the information for each user. When the user registers, he can use the 

ices in the website 

Rated Ste• ---

Figure 4.11:- Home Page 

igure4.12 shows the information about Al Jawad Travel & Tourist Agency like the location 

f the agency, the beginnings, for which company it belongs and working times and holi

days. 
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Figure 4.12:- About Us Page 
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Figure 4.13 shows how to communicate easily with agency employees. Contact methods like 

Telephone, Fax, Mail address, and Email 

"°'"' 
CRenturs I 
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Lvi. .. _' 
�edSite 
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Figure 4.13:- Contact us Page 

Figure 4.14 shows list of the services that are offered by Agency like: 

, Car rental 

, Booking Hotels 

, Air ticket booking 

, Extract vises for tourists 

, Booking group 
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• Some page was deleted like package Page , Visa page, payment Method page and

suggestions and observations page 

• Join Us was deleted because the limited time to implement it.

• We have added four buttons in the second menu which are Air Booking & car , Air

Booking& hotel , Hotel &car and AirBooking& Hotel & car button 

t6 Data model 

Old data model 

·,gure 4.38shows the old data model of Al-Jawad Travel Agency website in a form of an

entity relation-ship diagram. 

�ew data model 

:'igure 4.39 show the new data model. The model has nine entities/tables: employee, manag

er. passenger child, passenger adult, hotel, customer, air ticket booking, car and package. The 

figure shows the attributes of each entity, primary key and foreign keys. In addition, the re

,ationship between these entities is presented. The entities are describes in the data dictio-

nary, table 3. 

Website Data Model 

Figure 4.38:- Old Data Model 
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Figure 4.39:- New data model 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation 

1 Introduction: 

following sections present the work conducted in the second semester, which is the web

development. This development went through two main phases: 

, Server Side Database 

, Interface Design and Coding 

,lServer Side Database: 

section introduces how to connect website to the server through Microsoft visual studio 

Microsoft SQL server. 

U Connecting to server 

Jore starting to create a website in Microsoft expression web, I talked to the IT manger 

. sharef roshdy) in Al-Jawad campany. The IT department connected me to the server 

ll was able to upload the site. 

l.2 Database

develop the web site, we need to create a database using Microsoft visual studio in order 

1dd, retrieve and manage the data, and to save booking air ticket, hotel reservation, car 

tal and customer information transactions automatically on the database. 
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following page will appear that shows the name of tables which are Adult table, Air 

let Booking table, Car table, Child table, City table, Country table, Hotel table and Staff 

following show how to create new table and how to create relationship between the 

• Microsoft visual studio is used to start creating the tables
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t To create new table, press on the right click then select Add New Table.
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Figure 5. 2:- add new Table 

•. X 

• You can insert new column and its data Type and you can select if the field is null or

not. 
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Figure 5. 3 editing the new table 

. .. 

• To open the table, press on the right click then select Open Table Definition.
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�Interface Design and Coding: 

oesign can be divided into two steps as follows: 

Designing the flash file: this file contained logo that was taken from the agency. The 

file was designed by Adobe After Effect program. 

:. Interface design, input and output screens: all screens were designed using Microsoft 

Expression Web except the customer feedback page. The feedback page we designed 

using visual studio. 

following sections show the design steps. 

l.3.1 Designing the flash file

• First, open the project through the Ctrl + N or file new c:::::>new project

Edit Composibon Layer Effect Anmabon View Wndow Het, 

ad-t-0 

Browse... Qrl+At+Shift+O 

Browse Te�e Pro,ects ... 

_,o1:1e, 

Adoo<,Pho<o,hopF,le, .. 

Figure 5. 22 opening new project 

• After the opening of the project, add a background through the Ctrl + Y























































































.3 Evaluation: 

veral people have evaluate the website for both, customer and admin WebPages such as: 

r supervisors, the client, 

1ey confirmed that it is easy to use and user friendly, there were some recommendation that 

: have taken in consideration. 

,4 Conclusion: 

tis chapter is the testing and Evaluating chapter, it is conform that the website have been 

;ting against error and technicality. All of the links, buttons are works as well as the log in 

d reservations systems. Finally, several people has evaluated the website and they liked it 

d conformed that it is easy to use. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

.1 conclusions 

1is project is for developing a website for Al-Jawad Agency , actually, there are many rea

ns why Al-Jawad company would like to have a website for agency. First convert their 

anual service to an electronic service helps the customers outside the Kingdom to book and 

,ecute all procedures for the tour. Second: an employee will be capable to serve a customer 

sier and as much as possible. 

1is project was divided into two parts: 

1e first part was done in the first semester during which the problem statement and the re

arch methodology and procedures were defined. To decide what software to use, a compar

on between different tools and software was performed and the weaknesses and the 

rengths of each website were identified; also a review of different website companies that 

-e similar to Al-Jawad Agency was performed to benefit from their advantages and avoid 

eir disadvantages. The specification of the website had been collected through telephone 

terviews and E-mail and was analyzed deeply in the research. Also, there is an actual work 

at had been done in the first semester like: the architecture design, prototype, database de

gn, and data dictionary. 

1e second part is the actual design and implementation which had been done during the 

cond semester. Moreover, the main focus was on the online reservation. 

addition, we had implemented other Web Pages which were for the admin, who manages, 

sects, updates and deletes the data in the database server through these Admin WebPages. 

fter completing the project, we can say that we reached some of our main objective which 

as to create website that has no error and that meets the client (Al-Jawad Company) re-

1irement. 
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'e faced several problems during the project like, the limited time that we had since we de

ded first to learn Microsoft expression web and search about it. The hard communication 

ith my client. 

'.2 Recommendations 

he functions of the website is complete, the IT department of the Al-Jawad Company de

ded to complete the website. However, there is some additional work that can be achieved 

the future and our recommendations are: 

1. To enhance the interface of the website

2. To create English language in the same website

3. To add images and videos of hotels so users can know more about the hotel in the

world 

4. To add membership for visitors

5. To relate website to booking ticket systems like Galileo system so the customer can

booking his ticket through the website 

6. To locate the address of website in the Google search engine.
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